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. Brand New Book. In 2007, the amount of money invested ethically reached almost GBP9 billion
and over 750,000 ethical bank accounts have been opened. But exactly what counts as investing
ethically ? And how do you find out what the relevant options are? The combination of
environmental factors such as climate change and an increasing interest from consumers in the
ethics behind a company s profits means socially responsible investment is a massive growth area.
The problem is that there is no straightforward definition of ethical and as a result many consumers
are unsure about how to turn their good intentions into reality. Packed with information and
advice, Green Money explains the ideas behind profits with principles and will help readers develop
a financial plan that s sustainable both for them personally and for the planet. It covers essential
issues such as: what makes an investment ethical; who to turn to for advice; how to draw up a
shortlist of providers; how to monitor your chosen investments ethical stance; and what the ethical
savings and mortgage options are.
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e book with an all new viewpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh studying period of time. You will like the way the writer write this publication.
-- Tania Cormier-- Tania Cormier

An extremely wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid information. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this
publication from my dad and i recommended this publication to understand.
-- Clinton Johns DDS-- Clinton Johns DDS
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